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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem for what reason, Allah taught the creation of the universe to Adam,
first I ask forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the secret about for 
what reason, God taught the creation of the universe to Adam, from the point of view of the 
molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become God's secret unlocking tool about for what reason, God taught 
Adam the creation of the universe, namely the verses:

"And when We said to the angels: "Prostrate yourselves to Adam, so bow down to them except 
Satan. He is from the group of jinn, so he disobeys the command of his Lord. Should you take 
him and his descendants as leaders other than Me, while they are your enemies? It is very bad 
that the devil is a substitute for the wrongdoers. (Al Kahf: 18: 50)

"So when I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it 
prostrating yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Then He perfected and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight and 
hearts; you are very little grateful. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"Indeed, the creation of the skys and the earth is greater than the creation of man, but most 
people do not know. (Al Mu'min: 40: 57)

"Then He headed towards the creation of the skys and the sky was still smoke, then He said to 
him and to the earth: "Come, both of you, at My commandment willingly or unwillingly." Both 
replied: "We came willingly." (Fushshilat :41:11)

"This is a perfect explanation for mankind, and that they may be warned by Him, and that they 
may know that He is God Almighty and that people of understanding may learn a lesson. 
(Ibrahim: 14: 52)

"Remember when your Lord said to the angels: "Indeed I want to make a caliph on earth." They 
said: "Why do you want to make on earth people who will do mischief on it and shed blood, even 
though we always exalt by praising You and sanctify you?" God said: "Indeed I know what you 
do not know." (Al Baqarah: 2:30)

"And He taught Adam all the names, then presented them to the Angels and said: "Name me the 
names of those things if you are true, those who are true!" (Al Baqarah: 2:31)

"They replied: "Glory be to You, we know nothing but what You have taught us; Verily, You are 
All-Knowing, All-Wise." (Al-Baqarah: 2:32)

"And He taught Adam all the names, then presented them to the Angels and said: "Name me the 
names of those things if you are true, those who are true!" (Al Baqarah: 2:31)

Allah said: "O Adam, tell them the names of these things." So after he told them the names of 
these objects, Allah said: "Have I not told you that I know the secrets of the heavens and the earth
and know what they are. what you give birth to and what do you hide?” (Al Baqarah: 2:33)



"Allah is the light of the skys and the earth...Light upon light...(An Nuur: 24:35)

In an effort to unmask Allah's secret about, for what reason, Allah taught Adam the creation of the 
universe, I use the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular 
structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that Allah taught Adam the creation of the universe, viewed from the 
basic point of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ANGELS AND HUMANS TEACHED BY ALLAH ABOUT THE CREATION OF THE SKY 
AND EARTH

Now, we are still trying to focus our minds to reveal the secret hidden behind the verse: "...He 
headed towards the creation of the heavens and the sky was still smoke, then He said to him and to the 
earth: "Come, both of you, according to my command. willingly or unwillingly." Both replied: "We come 
willingly." (Fushshilat: 41:11)

Apparently, here Allah describes to humans, that before the earth where humans live today was 
created by Allah, a stretch of space or called the sky has been created, to be used as a place for the 
stars, planets, and moons.

About the creation of the skys and the earth is what Allah taught angels and humans.

Why did Allah teach about the creation of the skys and the earth to angels and humans?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "Indeed the creation of the skys and the earth is
greater than the creation of humans but most people do not know. (Al Mu'min: 40: 57)

Well, because the creation of the skys and the earth is "...greater than the creation of humans...(Al 
Mu'min: 40: 57) , then Allah teaches angels and humans, so that angels and humans understand and 
be grateful to Allah.

ONLY HUMANS UNDERSTAND DEPTH ABOUT THE CREATION OF THE SKY AND 
EARTH

Now, after Allah "...teach Adam the full names, then presented them to the Angels and then said: 
"Mention to Me the names of these objects..." (Al Baqarah: 2: 31)



It turned out that the angels were only able to answer: "..." Glory be to You, we know nothing except 
what You have taught us... (Al Baqarah: 2: 32)

Why can't the angels give an answer about the creation of the skys and the earth?

The answer is,

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "... when your Lord said to the angels: "Indeed I want to make a 
caliph on earth." They said: "Why do you want to make on earth people who will do mischief on it and 
shed blood, even though we always glorify you by praising You and purifying You?" (Al Baqarah: 2:30)

Apparently, angels are not able to think and analyze in depth about the creation of the heavens and 
the earth and the creation of humans. It is proven by the answer given by the angel: "...They said: 
"Why do you want to make on earth people who will do mischief on it and shed blood...(Al Baqarah: 
2:30)

Angels do not know and do not understand about humans "... You want to make on earth people who 
will do mischief on it and shed blood ... (Al Baqarah: 2:30)

Humans were created by Allah with the provision of reason "this is a perfect explanation for 
humans ... and so that people of understanding take lessons. (Ibrahim: 14: 52)

Apparently, here Allah has declared that humans have been given a mind to "...take lessons. 
(Ibrahim: 14:52)

Well, this is where angels do not understand about humans, humans have been given a mind by 
Allah. Allah did not create man with the aim of "...make mischief on him and shed blood...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:30) but to become "...caliphate on earth...(Al Baqarah: 2:30)

So, humans were created to be khalifat with the provision of reason.

HUMANS WITH REASONS CAN LEARN ABOUT THE CREATION OF SKY AND 
EARTH

Well, why can humans provide an explanation of the creation of the skys and the earth and all that is
in them?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: “...people of understanding take lessons. (Ibrahim: 14:52)

So, humans with the provision of reason will be able to provide an explanation of the creation of the
skys and the earth and all their contents.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret hidden behind the verse: "...He 
headed towards the creation of the heavens and the sky was still smoke, then He said to him and to the 
earth: "Come, both of you, according to my command. willingly or unwillingly." Both replied: "We come 
willingly." (Fushshilat: 41:11)

Apparently, here Allah describes to humans, that before the earth where humans live today was 
created by Allah, a stretch of space or called the sky has been created, to be used as a place for the 



stars, planets, and moons.

About the creation of the skys and the earth is what Allah taught angels and humans.

Why did Allah teach about the creation of the skys and the earth to angels and humans?

The answer is hidden in the secret behind the verse: "Indeed the creation of the skys and the earth is
greater than the creation of humans but most people do not know. (Al Mu'min: 40: 57)

Well, because the creation of the skys and the earth is "...greater than the creation of humans...(Al 
Mu'min: 40: 57) , then Allah teaches angels and humans, so that angels and humans understand and 
be grateful to Allah.

Now, after Allah "...teach Adam the full names, then presented them to the Angels and then said: 
"Mention to Me the names of these objects..." (Al Baqarah: 2: 31)
It turned out that the angels were only able to answer: "..." Glory be to You, we know nothing except 
what You have taught us... (Al Baqarah: 2: 32)

Why can't the angels give an answer about the creation of the skys and the earth?

The answer is,

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: "... when your Lord said to the angels: "Indeed I want to make a 
caliph on earth." They said: "Why do you want to make on earth people who will do mischief on it and 
shed blood, even though we always glorify you by praising You and purifying You?" (Al Baqarah: 2:30)

Apparently, angels are not able to think and analyze in depth about the creation of the heavens and 
the earth and the creation of humans. It is proven by the answer given by the angel: "...They said: 
"Why do you want to make on earth people who will do mischief on it and shed blood...(Al Baqarah: 
2:30)

Angels do not know and do not understand about humans "... You want to make on earth people who 
will do mischief on it and shed blood ... (Al Baqarah: 2:30)

Humans were created by Allah with the provision of reason "this is a perfect explanation for 
humans ... and so that people of understanding take lessons. (Ibrahim: 14: 52)

Apparently, here Allah has declared that humans have been given a mind to "...take lessons. 
(Ibrahim: 14:52)

Well, this is where angels do not understand about humans, humans have been given a mind by 
Allah. Allah did not create man with the aim of "...make mischief on him and shed blood...(Al 
Baqarah: 2:30) but to become "...caliphate on earth...(Al Baqarah: 2:30)

So, humans were created to be khalifat with the provision of reason.

Well, why can humans provide an explanation of the creation of the skys and the earth and all that is
in them?

The answer is

Hidden in the secret behind the verse: “...people of understanding take lessons. (Ibrahim: 14:52)



So, humans with the provision of reason will be able to provide an explanation of the creation of the
skys and the earth and all their contents.
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